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countries and continents as well.
Apart from urban rivers, I was interested in pursuing evidence-based design and design-driven 
research, that is, to find potential ways to combine knowledge, skills, competences, and discoveries 
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river-crossed cities represent the highest percentage 
(60,3%). This percentage is even higher if coastal cities 
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2.3 Illustration of the spatial-morphological definition of 
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3.12 The plan of Bucharest’s centre showing the extent of 
demolitions for the new Civic Centre. Source: Harhoiu, 











































































properties of URCs: connectivity, spatial capacity, and 
their subdivisions as the categories used to structure 
the indicator system (in orange), social and ecological 






























































patches of open space found within the continuous 
urban fabric (the white space in this diagram), patches 
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7.16 The Water Square Benthemplein in Rotterdam, the 
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7.24 Social-ecological integration: synergies (in green) and 
conflicts (in red) among and across the elements of 
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It considers two large-scale constraints, the river 
catchment (S1), the metropolitan area (S2), and two 
different conditions at the scale of the river space (S3 
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ES      Ecosystem Services
FUA  Functional Urban Area
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“How can social-ecological integration be spatially defined, assessed and designed in Urban River 
Corridors?”
Accordingly, it constructs a theory of social-ecologically integrated Urban River Corridors, in which it 















































principles, namely Interconnectedness, Absorptive Capacity, Social-Ecological Integration, and 
Interscalarity, derived from the key properties specified in the spatial-morphological definition 
of URCs. Interconnectedness and Absorptive Capacity are principles that guide the design of 
elements found in the networks and open spaces of the URC, while Social-Ecological Integration 
and Interscalarity reveal systemic and scalar relations among those elements. Finally, the design 
principles are translated into four corresponding design instruments—the Connector, the Sponge, the 



































“Hoe kan sociaal-ecologische integratie ruimtelijk worden gedefinieerd, beoordeeld en ont-worpen voor 
Urban River Corridors?”
Hiervoor wordt een theorie van sociaal-ecologisch geïntegreerde Urban River Corridors geconstrueerd, 
met een voorstel voor een ruimtelijk-morfologische definitie, een beoordelingskader en een 


































































ruimtelijk-morfologische definitie van URC’s. Interconnectedness en Absorptive Capacity zijn 
principes die bepalend zijn voor het ontwerp van elementen in de netwerken en open ruimten 











































Cum se poate defini, evalua și proiecta din punct de vedere spațial fenomenul de integrare social-
ecologică în contextul coridoarelor de râu urban?
Pentru a răspunde acestei întrebări, lucrarea construiește o teorie a coridoarelor de râu urban integrate 
social-ecologic, în cadrul căreia propune o definiție spațial-morfologică, o schemă de evaluare și un set 





































urbane, a doua parte a tezei dezvoltă un cadru de evaluare, respectiv un sistem structurat de indicatori 




























































































riverside public space, while others include ecological values as well.
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 41 The river as a barrier
FIGURE 1.3  River Tietê bordered by Avenida Marginal Tietê in São Paulo. Photo credit: Reginaldo Bianco.
§  1.2.1 The river as a barrier
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FIGURE 1.4  The rising water of the Danube approaching the centre of Budapest on 8 June 2013. Photo credit: AP Photo/MTI, Sandor Ujvari.
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integrated urban river corridors are developed.
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Urban river corridors Spaces of social-ecological integration par excellence, urban river corridors are spatial morphological units com-
bining the geomorphological features of the river valley with the morphology of the urban fabric developed along 
the river. (Developed from Baschak & Brown, 1995; Lerner & Holt, 2012)




























































































































































resilience targets, and to provide principles and tools for urban design and planning. To that end, it 
uses indicators derived from spatial properties of resilience. Looking at attempts at quantifying or 
assessing resilience, different sets of properties can be identified in studies of general resilience (e.g. 
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§  1.3.3 Spatial morphology and landscape ecology
Landscape ecology and spatial morphology offer empirical, analytical and design tools to 
















in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.
§  1.3.4 Conceptual framework
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§  1.4 Research questions and objectives
Having established the normative value of social-ecological integration and the spatial-morphological 
potentials of URCs, the main research question naturally follows:




























































the thesis adopts a transdisciplinary design study approach, the elements of which—design and 
transdisciplinarity—are described in Sections 1.5.1-1.5.2.
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the object of design is part of. In this sense, strategic, systemic and adaptive design (Ahern, 2011, 
2013), as well as design experiments (Felson & Pickett, 2005) must be incorporated in a design study.
This research uses design in three ways: as a starting point or hypothesis, as a way of exploration, 




































economic, planning-governance, and spatial-morphological—, each informed by several disciplines.
§  1.6 Methodology
Determined by the transdisciplinary approach and the nature of the research question, the thesis 
adopts a mixed methods research design, or combined strategy (Groat & Wang, 2013), as it mixes 









two rivers. According to Yin’s typology,12 the present study may be classified as theory-building, as it is 
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Objective 2.1: Identify key properties of URCs. Conduct a transdisciplinary literature review on urban rivers and the devel-
opment of the concept of urban river corridors.
Objective 2.2: Formulate a spatial-morphological definition of URCs. Following the spatial-morphological definition (Objective 2.2) and 

















































cable and applicable in the design process.
Objective 8.2: Demonstrate and test the design instruments on the URCs 
of Bucharest.
Conduct a design workshop as a research methodology to demonstrate 
and test the use of the design instruments.
* Some objectives are accomplished by literature review. Methods are emphasized.
In Part 1, the empirical case of Bucharest and its URCs is analysed through content analysis of 
qualitative data obtained from expert interviews. A thorough description of the methods, techniques 
and procedures of data collection and analysis can be found in Chapter 4. The methods used in 
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§  1.8 Thesis outline

















The two chapters of Part 2 develop and demonstrate the use of a framework for the assessment of 
social-ecologically integration in URCs. Guided by the key properties of URCs (Chapter 2) and informed 
by current assessment methods found in literature, Chapter 5 develops an indicator system and an 
assessment procedure. The framework is then applied on the two URCs of Bucharest in Chapter 6. First 
URC Dâmbovița is assessed, and then URC Colentina is used to demonstrate the wider application of 
the indicator system.




















Towards a Spatial-Morphological Definition of 





Social-Ecological Dynamics in Bucharest’s 
River Corridors—A Diachronic Perspective
Ch3
The State of Knowledge on Bucharest's Urban 
River Corridors
An Framework for the Assessment of Social- 
Ecological Integration in Urban River Corridors
Assessing the Urban River Corridors 
of Bucharest
Design Principles for Integrated Urban River 
Corridors

























§  2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a transdisciplinary literature review on urban rivers, in which key principles 
were identified under four domain families, referred to as the environmental-ecological dimension, 
the social-economic dimension, the planning-governance dimension, and the spatial-morphological 
dimension. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a spatial-morphological definition of Urban 
River Corridors (URCs) based on the translation of discipline-specific terms and definitions to urban 
planning and design. The literature review outlines the potentials and challenges of spatial integration 
between cities and their rivers and concludes with four key properties of URCs: connectivity, open 




Sub-question 2: What are the spatial-morphological conditions for achieving social-ecological integration along urban rivers?
Objective 2.1: Identify key properties of URCs. Section 2.2
Objective 2.2: Formulate a spatial-morphological definition of URCs. Section 2.3
Objective 2.3: Devise a method of spatial delineation of URCs.
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§  2.2.1 Urban rivers at the interface between city and nature
The relationship between the city and nature has been an increasingly important subject of 
























global population growth, resource depletion, and increasing levels of interconnectedness due to 
globalisation. Even after a century since Geddes (1915) put forward his evolutionary perspective and 
emphasised the interlinkages between man and nature on regional scale, the tension between city and 
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Fluvial geomorphology The study of “the shapes of river channels and how they change over time.” Everard & Quinn (2015)
















































in current river restoration practices: excess storm water runoff, insufficient riparian space, altered 
sediment regimes, legacy impacts, and social and institutional challenges. Further, as a critique to the 
ineffectiveness of current channel-based approaches in river restoration such as channelization and 































































possible (Walsh et al., 2005), but as a spatial system defined on large scale as the catchment, and as 














































Environmental and ecological principles
The following principles emerge from the review of environmental and ecological aspects of URCs:
 – The physical configuration of the river valley is important for understanding the extent of human 
pressure on fluvial geomorphology and for identifying potential spaces for improving river ecology.
 – River restoration and rehabilitation require sufficient riparian space to allow for storm water storage 
and river dynamics. River restoration must be employed at the right scale: a proper understanding of 
catchment-scale dynamics is needed for effective channel-scale interventions. In urban areas, most 
of the time river restoration is partial, therefore a proper understanding of past river dynamics is 
essential.
 – GI and GBI solutions are effective and proven approaches to integrate natural processes in urban areas, 
while providing urban ecosystem services. Vegetated and non-vegetated solutions in URCs can be 
used interchangeably or in combination.
 – A multi-scale approach is essential to a systemic understanding of the river corridor. Besides channel-
scale approaches, catchment-scale approaches to river dynamics are important to treat the causes 
rather than the symptoms of channel degradation. Multiscalarity allows for physical and functional 
connections across scales. 
 – Connectivity is an integrative concept. Ecological as well as hydrologic connectivity must be 
understood in three spatial dimensions: longitudinal, lateral and vertical. In addition, the temporal 
scale represents the fourth dimension of connectivity in river corridors.
 – Heterogeneous habitats are considered to be more resilient than homogeneous ones.
§  2.2.3 The social-economic dimension
Related to the cultural branch of ecosystem services offered by urban rivers, this section brings 
together approaches focusing on social and economic aspects of urban rivers. A selection of key 
concepts described in this section is included in Table 2.2.
TABLE 2.2  Definition of key terms for the understanding of the social and economic dimension of URCs.
TERM DEFINITION SOURCE
Open space amenity Open space which is desirable or useful for the community, e.g. a park, sports 
area or promenade.
Stevens (2009)
Social connectivity of urban 
rivers
The way people, goods, ideas, and culture move along and across rivers. Kondolf & Pinto (2017)


























that the quality of the physical environment can be ensured by focusing on the design of public 
infrastructure as well as public uses at grade in adjacent buildings, incremental implementation of 



































be understood as socially produced; (2) success often depends on separation and protection of a 
waterfront (e.g. quiet spaces for contemplation), as opposed to integration and accessibility; and (3) 








Social connectivity of urban rivers
According to Kondolf and Pinto (2017), the social connectivity of urban rivers, or the way people, 
goods, ideas, and culture move along and across rivers, can be described in terms of three-dimensional 




























Social and economic principles
The following themes emerge from social and economic approaches to city-river relationships:




 – Three-dimensional (i.e. longitudinal, lateral and vertical) connectivity is a frame that can be used to 
describe human and social activities in relation to the river.




 – The spatial integration of landmarks in the image of the waterfront as seen along the river space or 
from one shore to another, as well as visibility towards and along the river space, play an important 
role in defining iconic places that contribute to the identity of the waterfront.
 – Waterside open space is an important amenity. Waterfront redevelopment needs to integrate open 
spaces with built-up areas. These spaces can then be connected to the public space network of the 
city, thus consolidating the relationship of the city with the waterfront.
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incentivise developers to capitalise on unbuilt space.
Planning and governance principles
The following themes emerge from planning and governance approaches to city-river relationships:
 – Multiscalar approaches are essential for a proper understanding of the corridor system across scales 
and for a delineation of actions and policy plans to enhance integrated approaches. Two conclusions 












worldwide. Local solutions must integrate natural dynamics with local needs in order to reach targets 
of resilience.





























































perpendicular on the boundaries between patches. As urban rivers are corridors which tend to be 
organising forces in the areas that they cross, corridor-centred mosaics are of particular interest 





















Spatial dimensions of ecological and social connectivity






















urban river corridors in four steps: (1) making an inventory of landscape elements, (2) classifying the 
components of the corridor, (3) establishing a scalar framework (site, local, and regional), and (4) a 
quantitative ecological assessment of the landscape components. The framework was then applied to 
the South Saskatchewan River Valley in Saskatoon, Canada, with the use of three criteria: connections 
























and strategic relationship of the river with the surrounding urban fabric at other scales.
Strategies of integration

































 – The Two Network Strategy (Tjallingii, 2005, 2015) is a guiding model to combine a 'fast lane' and a 
'slow lane.' In this model, water is a structuring element or carrying structure for sustainable urban 
development by the slow lane.








 – Spatial configuration of land mosaics in urban areas is more important for ecological functions than 
the size of ecological patches.
 – Interconnectedness of background matrix, patches as stepping stones and corridors, as defined in 
land mosaics, enhances ecological functions.
 – Diversity, especially in terms of edge-complexity (i.e. convolution and curvature) both on macro 
(corridor) and micro (river edge) scale, is key to creating the conditions for human-nature coexistence.





 – A good provision of public facilities and mix of uses can partially determine and enhance accessibility 
to the waterfront.
§  2.2.6 Key properties of URCs—a synthesis
In a synthesis of the transdisciplinary principles outlined in the Sections 2.2.2-2.2.5, four key 
properties of urban rivers can be identified: connectivity, open space amenity, integration and 
multiscalarity. Knowing these properties and the principles behind them is an important prerequisite 













the principle of Interconnectedness will be proposed as a key principle of URCs (see Chapter 7).
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TABLE 2.5  A synthesis of integrated three-dimensional connectivity.














Social Activities that run along the 








The direct interaction between 
































SPATIAL COMPONENTS OF THE URBAN RIVER CORRIDOR SOURCE


















































Interscalarity, i.e. interactions and  interdependencies across scales, will be introduced as a principle 
that must be sought for social-ecologically integrated URCs (see Chapter 7).
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TABLE 2.7  A synthesis of multiscalar approaches to URCs identified in literature.
THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF 
THE LITERATURE REVIEW
URBAN RIVER SCALE LEVELS SPECTRUM AND INTERRELATIONS SOURCE
Environmental and ecological •   Catchment scale is comprehensive for the URC in its entirety.
•   Channel-scale is properly approached if related to the Catchment scale.
e.g. Vietz et al. (2016)
Social and economic •   Human scale, waterfront scale and the scale of the river space at city level 
need to be considered together.
Kondolf & Pinto (2017)
Gordon (1996)
Planning and governance •   Multi scalar framework: EU level, River Basin District, catchment, city, corri-
dor, neighbourhood, parcel.
European Community (2000)





























the river system), the metropolitan scale (overall urban structure and landscape), the urban river 








































urban design practices, and strategies of integration applicable to urban rivers.
As a result of this transdisciplinary literature review, four key properties of URCs were identified 
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Sub-question 3: How has the relationship between Bucharest and its rivers evolved through time?
Objective 3.1: Describe the geographic context of Bucharest’s URCs. Section 3.2
Objective 3.2: Describe the spatial-temporal dynamics of Bucharest’s URCs. Section 3.3












Approach would be called the occupation (25-50 years) and networks (50-100 years) layers (Figure 
3.1).















































RIVER Lt (km) LB (km) As (m) Am (m) S (m/km) SB* (m/km) A (km
2) SI* SIB*
Dâmbovița 286 24.2 1,800 27 6 1.2 2,824 1.27 1.56
Colentina 101 29.4 179 52 1 1.1 643 1.50 1.56
Lt, total length; LB, length in the Bucharest city area; As, headwaters elevation; Am, river mouth elevation; S, slope gradient; SB, slope 
gradient in Bucharest city area; A, catchment area; SI, sinuosity index; SIB, sinuosity index in Bucharest city are. (Sources: Zaharia et 








































































































threats, the Organic Regulation40 adopted in 1831 prompted the demolition of all mills within the 
city, the widening of the riverbed and the setback of buildings located near the river. Furthermore, 
the great flood of 1865 motivated the government under Alexandru Ioan Cuza to issue the Law for 




the Law for the canalisation of Dâmbovița was approved in 1878 and the Project for the rectification 
and canalisation of Dâmbovița of engineer Grigore Cerchez (Figure 3.5) was voted by the Communal 
Council of Bucharest in 1879.
FIGURE 3.5  The project for the regularisation and canalisation of River Dâmbovița (1879) by Grigore Cerchez. Source: Georgescu et 
al., 1966.






































































































According to this concept, Colentina represented a natural barrier to growth in the north of the capital, 
which could be included in a possible green belt for Bucharest. As shown in Figure 3.9, the proposed 
belt intersects the green corridors of the two rivers. Dâmbovița too was part of the proposed belt, but, 
as it crossed the centre of the city, it was rather a green structure connecting the city externally than 





structure than the natural green corridors of the two rivers.
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River Corridors of Bucharest
§  4.1 Introduction




















§  4.2 The urban river corridors of Bucharest under post-communist transition
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DISCIPLINE Count DOMAIN Count
Urban planning 7 Academy 17
Architecture 6 Administration 2
Urban design 4 Planning and/or design practice 10






















§  4.3.2 Data analysis
The data obtained from the interviews in the form of filled-in questionnaires and transcripts was 
subjected to summary statistics and qualitative content analysis respectively (Table 4.2).
TABLE 4.2  Methods of analysis associated with the questionnaire and interview guide.
PART NO. DESCRIPTION QUESTION TYPE METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Questionnaire
Part I Q1-Q2 Problems and potentials of Bucharest Open categorical question Content analysis
Q3 The two rivers in relation to Bucharest Closed interval scale question Summary statistics
Part II Q4-Q5 Problems and potentials of Dâmbovița 
and Colentina
Open categorical question Content analysis
Q6 Functions of Dâmbovița and Colentina Open categorical question Summary statistics




Part IV Q11 Question in the SPA-MOR category Open question Content analysis
Q12 Question in the SOC-ECN category Open question Content analysis
Q13 Question in the ENV-ECO category Open question Content analysis
Part V Q14-Q16 Questions in the PLA-GOV category Open question Content analysis














































































§  4.4.1 Bucharest
“the problem number zero is the total inexistence of urban policies.” (Interviewee 19)
“In Romania, we went out of the frying pan into the fire. If before we had 97% and so state property, now it’s the other way around.” 
(Interviewee 6)
“the capital, which is the representative, political, administrative city […] is in conflict with, or it dominates the discourse of develop-
ment at the expense of the human scale city” (Interviewee 16)
“it’s strange to play the card of a radial-concentric city when it has two large water secants. […] Why radial-concentric?! It seems like 
a cacophony” (Interviewee 6)
“the ecological side is perceived here from a ‘hipster’ perspective [i.e. superficially], in the sense that we protect for the sake of 
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FIGURE 4.6  Iconic perspective along the central segment of River Dâmbovița. Photo credit: Alexandru Mexi.
Canalisation / the invisible valley
“There’s a major problem that contains all the rest: it is a canal. […] It is not a river. All the rest derives from this.” (Interviewee 19)
“[Dâmbovița was designed as a] secant cutting the city, without understanding what is the river basin, the river plain, what is the 
relief and all these elements which often intersect paradoxically with the urban fabric. […] the valley is not that strong, but it exists, 
it can be felt.” (Interviewee 7)



































Physical barrier / a gathering space
“Dâmbovița is clearly a barrier and it requires improvements in connectivity. […] from a barrier, an element that cuts, it can become 
an element that generates development around it.” (Interviewee 16)
“There were more bridges in the past. True, they looked differently and the whole area was completely different, […] but the fact that 






























Crampedness / high spatial capacity
“Dâmbovița was a victim, since its canalization until today, of urban interventions that used the river as a chance of relieving certain 
problems, but which never saw the river itself as an important potential. As a result, Dâmbovița is squeezed by an underground 
collecting canal, by the metro line, by the traffic lanes, etc.” (Interviewee 12)
“It feels cramped, and this is a big problem, but I think that, at the same time, in many places where it feels cramped it could be un-
















A 'non-place' / a space of identity
“The Old Centre roars, it is full. Go and walk on the riverside in the area of the Old Center, where Smârdan reaches Dâmbovița. 
There’s nothing!” (Interviewee 17)
“I realized this absolutely evident thing: the fact that it is a ‘non-place’, a perfect non-place.” (Interviewee 19)
“Dâmbovița is the largest unused and ignored public space of the city.” (Interviewee 17)














Lack of integrated planning
“Dâmbovița was the object of certain studies in the last 25 years, but in most cases the studies had the ‘myopia’ to build as if there 
were no preceding studies.” (Interviewee 12)
“Besides this problem of continuing the complex transformation—this phrase is very important, because it refers not only to the 
pitching of the canal and regularization, but also to use and valorisation of surrounding areas—, the problem of the area crossed by 















other categories outlined above.
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“[…] the public beaches disappeared. This is one of the largest losses, both from a social and economic point of view. The privatisa-
tion of the sports facilities was a disaster. People still go, but […] everything that remained on Colentina is informal.” (Interviewee 9)
“If you consider this a large public space, it is more and more fragmented, and there are less and less possibilities of having a coher-
ent action over the whole structure.” (Interviewee 5)
“It seems to me that Colentina is ignored in most part by the urban fabric. Besides the central lakes—Herăstrău, Floreasca and 
that’s it—, the rest is completely ignored.” (Interviewee 9)
“[There] is the problem of lack of longitudinal continuity, and the very uneven distribution of transversal penetrations, uneven in 
terms of both position and quality.” (Interviewee 18)























Artificial nature / green-blue corridor












2006, when we were getting close to 2007, when it felt like the market was getting very strong and the extraordinary reserve for this 
kind of development offered by the sports areas was discovered.” (Interviewee 7)
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“Without the lakes in the North the green lung of Bucharest would not exist.” (Interviewee 11)
“Colentina is the greatest ecological resource of the city by far, undoubtedly.” (Interviewee 9)
“Colentina was thought from the very beginning as a succession of lakes accompanied by parks. And even at that time they thought 
about the fact that these parks should be connected. […] If the connectivity of this green corridor is achieved, it is incredible what 
could be in that area.” (Interviewee 3)






















Social exclusion / recreation
“[T]here are villas, buildings of the nouveau riche, and this is, of course, because they are more attractive spaces [for …] a kind of 
real-estate investment.” (Interviewee 19)
“There are the good spots on Colentina, which are the parks—Herăstrău and a few more—and there are points of total rupture.” 
(Interviewee 5)
“The idea is to keep people there for half a day, to keep them there with the family, to offer them more possibilities to benefit from 
this space. But the dynamics in fact are of masked privatisation of parks and public spaces of the park, in the sense that some areas 
are cut off, transformed into services with theoretically public access, but extremely costly, so they target certain categories of the 
population.” (Interviewee 7)
“[Colentina] is a place for recreation, but for a whole day, not like on Dâmbovița, where you would have a coffee for two hours and 
then you would move on.” (Interviewee 17)
“Together, [the lakes] could be complementary, could have a better distribution of leisure services.” (Interviewee 16)




























view, the urban fabric around Colentina has an uncertain future.” (Interviewee 13)
“In case of Colentina, I would say that the relationship was very soft and landscape related, concerned with the integration of built-
up areas in the geographic context with a non-antagonistic attitude. This was lost as soon as it was allowed to build too close or to 
build too much.” (Interviewee 15)
“[Colentina] is a peri-urban, metropolitan, inter-community issue. The discussion shouldn’t even be otherwise, then in a partner-
ship, association structure, in which Bucharest would be a partner along with all the others that have a relationship with the natural 
element, from Buftea to at least Cernica.” (Interviewee 4)
“There was the idea, when the GUP was drawn up in 2000, that, in order to spread the beneficial effect of the water surface and 
green space on a radius that is as large as possible, in the proximity of Colentina there should be a very low building coverage (POT) 




































Dâmbovița Colentina Dâmbovița Colentina
ENV-ECO Canalisation Artificial nature Geomorphology Green-blue corridor
SPA-MOR Physical barrier Fragmentation Axis of urban development
Crampedness - Spatial reserve -
SOC-ECN A non-place Social exclusion Spatial identity Recreation

















































































Chapter 5   A Framework for the Assessment of Social-Ecological Integration in Urban River    
   Corridors
Chapter 6  Assessing the Urban River Corridors of Bucharest
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Sub-question 5: How can the social-ecological integration of URCs be spatially assessed?
Objective 5.1: Review current approaches to the assessment of urban rivers. Section 5.3
Objective 5.2: Build an assessment framework for social-ecological integration in URCs. Section 5.4
§  5.2 Challenges and opportunities for assessment
In Chapter 1, the link between urban resilience and social-ecological integration was made in two 
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Connectivity Open sp. amenity Integration Multiscalarity
Lon. Lat. Vert. Div. Qual. Comp. Soc. Ecol. Soc.-ecol.
The environmental-ecological dimension
River restoration x x x x x catchment + channel
Linking ecology and hydrology x x x x catchment + valley + channel
Green and blue infrastructure x x x x x x region + city + neighbourhood + site
The social-economic dimension
The waterfront x x city + riverfront
Social connectivity x x x watershed + neighbourhood + site
The aesthetic value x x city + corridor + site
The planning-governance dimension
Legal and regulatory framework continent + country + region + catchment
Planning instruments x x catchment + corridor + channel + community
The spatial-morphological dimension
Landscape ecology x x x x matrix + corridor + patches
Landscape design and planning x x x corridor + river space + site
Assessment of urban river corridors x x x x x corridor + river space
§  5.3 Spatial metrics of urban rivers in current approaches
In the spatial-morphological dimension, a number of attempts to quantifying urban rivers are selected 
and described below: landscape metrics, landscape design principles, urban form resilience, integrated 













measures of landscape texture used for continuous rather than categorical landscape data; and 
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In a study on the impact of urbanisation patterns on aquatic (river) ecosystems, Alberti et al. 
(2007) propose four categories of landscape metrics: land use intensity, landscape composition, 
landscape configuration, and connectivity. Land use intensity measures are percentage of land use 
class, population or housing density, road density, road intersection density. Landscape measures of 
composition include percentage of land cover occupied by a certain patch type and the number of land 
cover classes in a landscape expressed through a diversity index such as SHDI. Typical measures of land 
configuration are mean patch size (MPS), contagion (C), aggregation index (AI), and percentage-of-like-


















properties that must be addressed in river landscape design: margins or ecotones as transition areas, 
edge complexity, visibility, accessibility, diversity, hierarchy of riverside routes, natural river dynamics, 
the relationship between river width and crossability, the movement along, towards, and across, and 


















network: (1) connections to species-rich areas, especially in urban areas where source pools are scarce; 
(2) corridor to urban context relationship, e.g. the 10-15m edge effect (Forman & Godron, 1986) of 
the surrounding matrix significantly impacts especially narrow corridors and small patches; and (3) 



















of urban biodiversity” (p.15). Social indicators of resilient urban form are diversity of land use and 






structure, diversity, and information entropy to resilience, robustness, and adaptiveness employed at 
a higher level of abstraction. Out of these, the most common measures of urban spatial complexity 








































































As shown in Figure 5.2, connectivity and spatial capacity represent the main categories comprising 
the spatial indicators of URCs. Corresponding to the spatial-morphological definition of URCs, both 
categories are subdivided in meaningful sub-categories: longitudinal, lateral and vertical connectivity, 
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The indicators of connectivity and spatial capacity described in the following two sections are defined 










§  5.4.1 Indicators of connectivity
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TABLE 5.2  Indicators of social and ecological connectivity.


















































































































































A.2.3.3 Open water surface The total area of water uncovered by bridges. Values: [1] <50% uncovered; [2] 
uncovered between 50%-75%; [3] uncovered above 75%.
* Indicators for which a source is not specified were proposed in this thesis.
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§  5.4.2 Indicators of spatial capacity
Both the social and the ecological dimension of the category spatial capacity is divided in three sub-
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TABLE 5.3  Indicators of social and ecological spatial capacity.


















































































* Indicators for which a source is not specified were proposed in this thesis.
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§  5.4.3 Scalar framework
As explained in the spatial definition of URCs presented in Section 2.3, the scalar framework of 
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§  5.6 Conclusion
This chapter translated the spatial-morphological definition of URCs formulated in Chapter 2 into 
an assessment framework, that is, a system of indicators and a method of assessing social-ecological 
integration in URCs. Informed by an overview of current approaches to urban river assessment in 
urban planning and design, landscape architecture and landscape ecology, and structured by the four 
properties of URCs, the assessment framework comprises a system of social and ecological indicators 
of connectivity (with the sub-categories of lateral, longitudinal and vertical connectivity) and spatial 
capacity (with the sub-categories of spatial diversity, spatial quality, and spatial composition). The 
method of the mirrored assessment chart confronts social and ecological indicators of corresponding 
sub-categories (e.g. ecological spatial diversity and social spatial diversity) on corridor segment 
scale and on the scale of the URC. As a planning or design decision tool, this method of assessment 
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6 Assessing the Urban River 
Corridors of Bucharest



















Sub-question 6: To what extent are the URCs of Bucharest social-ecologically integrated?
Objective 6.1: Assess social-ecological integration in URC Dâmbovița. Section 6.3
Objective 6.2: Demonstrate the wider application of the assessment framework on URC Colentina. Section 6.4
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 – In addition, the use of certain indicators may be constrained by data availability. Within the 
constraints of the first two criteria (representativeness and case-/application-specificity), the 
indicators for which data is readily available are selected.
 – Implementation constraints can be also a criterion for selection. Indicators for which implementation 
knowledge is lacking—e.g. the use of a new software or method of analysis—can be avoided.















of GIS software—ArcGIS and QGIS—as well as indicator-specific tools, such as the Space Syntax Toolkit 
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A.1.1.1a Slow mobility routes - continuitiy
A.1.1.1b Slow mobility routes - %
A.1.1.1c Slow mobility routes - location



















A.1.2.1a Accessibility - network
A.1.2.1b Accessibility - residents
A.1.2.1c Accessibility - visitors
A.1.2.3a Crossability - linear density of 
crossings
A.1.2.3b Crossability - river width




can be used to understand and restore the 
qualities of the river.
A.2.2.1 Presence of transversal corridors
A.2.2.3 Sinuosity
Vertical






A.1.3.1a Contact with water - points
A.1.3.1b Contact with water - typology
A.1.3.2 Contact with water - constructions
A.1.3.3 Contact with water - swimming
Ecological The design of the river as a sealed concrete 
canal does not allow for interaction with 

















































































































































































































































































CONNECTIVITY  SPATIAL CAPACITY
Social Ecological Social Ecological
A.1.1.1a A.1.1.1b A.1.2.1a A.1.2.1c A.1.2.3a A.1.2.3b A.1.3.1a A.2.1.1a A.2.2.1 A.2.2.3 A.2.3.1 B.1.1.1a B.1.2.1a B.1.3.2a B.2.1.1a B.2.2.4 B.2.3.1a
CS01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 2
CS02 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 3
CS03 2 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2
CS04 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 1 2
CS05 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 1 2
CS06 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 1 2
CS07 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 3
CS08 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 3





A.1.1 A.1.2 A.1.3 B.1.1 B.1.2 B.1.3 A.2.1 A.2.2 A.2.3 B.2.1 B.2.2 B.2.3
CS01 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
CS02 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3
CS03 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 2
CS04 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 2
CS05 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2
CS06 1 2 1 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 2
CS07 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 3
CS08 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 1 3
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Figure 6.6 The assessment of social-ecological integration for segment CS03: category-level assessment (left); social-ecological integration 
assessment (right). Potentials for integration are marked with a coloured ‘+’ or a grey ‘+’, representing potentials above the minimum desirable goal. 
In this assessment, the balance between the two sides of the chart is a minimum desirable goal. 
Accordingly, if CS03 shown in Figure 6.6 has an actual mirrored score of 8 (out of a maximum possible 
of 18), it can be potentially increased to 13 if improvements are made in the fields marked with a 
coloured ‘+’. However, this is a guiding score and the minimum desirable goal can be exceeded, so 
potentials for social-ecological integration may be found in other fields as well, marked in Figure 6.6 
with a grey ‘+’. For instance, as mentioned above, the transformation of the concrete banks of the river 
into a soft edge may increase both social and ecological vertical connectivity. Also, an intervention 
marked as potential in the social-ecological integration assessment chart might not be possible to 
be carried out due to planning, financial or ownership constraints, which are outside the scope of this 
assessment. Hence, the results given by this method of assessment must be complemented with an 
overview of planning constraints, on the one hand, and with urban and landscape design explorations 
that may shed light on uncharted possibilities, on the other.
Corridor-scale assessment
When put together, the results of all segments can be compared (Figure 6.7) and an actual and 
potential social-ecological integration profile for URC Dâmbovița can be formulated. As shown in 
Figure 6.7, most river segments concentrate high values along the axes of spatial capacity. Especially 
in central segments, improvement of ecological spatial capacity can increase social-ecological 
integration. Connectivity values are less prominent, with little potential for improvement in central 
segments and slightly higher potentials in peripheral segments. In terms of total score, CS06 has the 
highest actual and potential integration, followed by central segments CS03, CS04 and CS07 with 




















increased social-ecological integration on corridors scale. Although the actual scores are distinctive for 
each corridor segment, and therefore can mainly inform segment-scale decisions, the mirrored scores 
can help in devising actions that can be replicated in segments of the same type along the URC.

























boundaries of Bucharest, were not included in the delineation.
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a mirrored assessment chart. With this method, a general assessment of the current state of social-
ecological integration and potentials for improvement could be identified. In a subsequent step, 











































connectivity, open space amenity, integration, and multiscalarity, into corresponding design principles: 











Sub-question 7: How can the design of URCs be guided towards social-ecological integration?
Objective 7.1: Formulate design principles of social-ecologically integrated URCs. Section 7.3
Objective 7.2: Explore URCs through design. Boxes 7.1-7.4
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within the occupied space, in contrast to the space for movement, which is shaped by movement 
between occupied spaces or in and out of an occupied space. In a spatial-morphological approach, the 
focus is on the space of movement, which comprises the space of vehicular movement and the space 
of pedestrian movement, i.e. public space. The 18th c. Nolli map (Figure 7.1) is a classic example of a 
figure-ground representation in which public space, including outdoor and indoor spaces, is revealed. 
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FIGURE 7.2  Ecological space, as shown in The Woodlands, Texas, USA, an ecologically designed community development plan based on Ian McHarg’s 
design-with-nature concept. Source: Wallace et al., 1974, cited in Yang, Li, & Li, 2013.






















URC PROPERTY URBAN AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Connectivity Ensure connections suitable for walking, cycling, public transport and cars, in this order of priority. (Llewelyn-Da-
vies & Alan Baxter & Associates, 2007)
Increase the spatial permeability of the urban environment to maximise ease of movement and choice of access 
through it available to users. (Bentley et al., 1985; DETR & CABE, 2000)
Provide access to key amenities and facilities, such as parks and schools, within walking distance. (Llewelyn-Davies 
& Alan Baxter & Associates, 2007)
Design in the URC
Accommodate temporary flow fluctuations, that is, the vertical and lateral movement of water, and long-term 
morphodynamic processes of sedimentation, erosion and channel migration in the design of the river space. 
(Prominski et al., 2017)
Open space amenity Design for diversity/mix/variety/hybridity of uses, users, building types, and public spaces (e.g. Bentley et al., 
1985)
Provide spatial and functional redundancy to account for flexible and unpredictable development dynamics (e.g. 
Hassler & Kohler, 2014)
Ensure continuity of street frontages and the enclosure of open space by development to differentiate public and 
private space. (DETR & CABE, 2000)
Consider the porosity of urban space, that is, a distributed and balanced configuration of open spaces in relation to 
built-up space. (Ellin, 2006; Viganò, 2009a)
Consider the identity and character of the place when designing for vibrant and liveable public spaces. (DETR & 
CABE, 2000)
Design in the URC
Adapt and reuse existing built form and increase public access in the waterfront to increase spatial quality and to 
overcome physical and mental barriers inherited from former (industrial) land uses. (Gordon, 1996)
Provide open space amenity in waterfront development. (Stevens, 2009)
Integration Achieve density and compactness, while preserving open spaces, which have an integral role in the provision of 
green infrastructure. (Beatley, 2000; Benedict & McMahon, 2006)
Integrate nature in the urban environment for a positive psychological impact on people. (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989)
Design with landscape elements, such as topography, vegetation and climate, to integrate ecology and human 
activities. (Manning, 1997)
Use hybridity and connectivity as means to establish a symbiotic relationship between people and nature, and 
between buildings and landscape. (Ellin, 2006)
Integrate green infrastructure (GI) to maximise the combined social and ecological benefits of urban green spaces. 
(Ahern, 2007; Kambites & Owen, 2006)
Design in the URC
Integrate the waterfront with the city’s networks of public and green spaces (Samant & Brears, 2017).
Integrate waterfront development plans with urban water management plans (Samant & Brears, 2017).
Integrate vegetated and non-vegetated green-blue infrastructure (GBI) solutions to improve environmental (e.g. 
micro- and meso-climate regulation), social (e.g. recreation) and ecological (e.g. biodiversity) conditions in the 
city. (Perini & Sabbion, 2017)
Protect streams and wetlands, and store, clean, and recycle storm water runoff (by employing, for instance, princi-
ples of water-sensitive urban design) for both ecological and social uses. (Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, & Weber, 
2011)
Preserve structural gradients between areas of extensive and intensive anthropic pressure, just like ecotones in 
ecology, in order to maximise diversity. (Manning, 1997)








URC PROPERTY URBAN AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Multiscalarity Consider three categories of scales in urban design: (1) the region: metropolis, city and town; (2) the neighbour-
hood, the district and the corridor; and (3) the block, the street and the building. (CNU & Talen, 2013)
Design at and across multiple scales, that is, considering scales below and above, in order to deal with “places as 
vertically integrated ‘wholes’”. (e.g. Carmona, Heath, Oc, & Steve, 2010, p. 6)
Plan for human habitability at regional scale. (MacKaye, 1940)
Nurture the neighbourhood scale by providing local facilities, mixed use and walkability. (Farr, 2007)
Design on human scale: “concentrate on attractive, intricate places related to the scale of people walking, not 
driving” (Tibbalds, 2007, p. 9)
Understand past urban dynamics to build lasting environments (Tibbalds, 1992)
Design for change to build flexibility to future demographic, economic and lifestyle changes. (Llewelyn-Davies & 
Alan Baxter & Associates, 2007)
Design in the URC
Consider a hierarchy of site (a single habitat or community), local (a series of habitats or communities) and region 
(a large geographic region) in the landscape design of urban river corridors. (Baschak & Brown, 1995)












































































































includes the water network. A potentially integrative model in this sense is Tjallingii’s (2005, 2015) 
Strategy of the Two Networks (see also Section 2.2.5). In this model, the movement of people and 





















of water storage, can also be related to social aspect such as the presence of contact zones between the 
river and people (Manning, 1997).
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SPATIAL NETWORK ELEMENTS OF THE SPATIAL NETWORK SPATIAL CONFIGURATION










•  Desire paths
•  Former or missing river crossings









•  Former meanders of the river (along 
the thalweg direction)
•  Disconnected tributaries
Ecological network •  Green corridors A redundant network of corridors, stepping stones and gradients es-
tablishes a predominantly longitudinal, but also lateral, connectivity in 





•  Non-vegetated open spaces (e.g. park-
ing lots, brownfields)
•  Non-vegetated infrastructure lines 
(e.g. irrigation canals, roads)
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The spaces of URCs
A basic requirement in urban river design, pointed out by Prominski et al. (2017, p. 15, emphasis 
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SPACES OF THE 
URC
SPATIAL ELEMENTS SPATIAL COMPOSITION
















•  Freed up and repurposed vehicular space (parking spaces, 
downgraded roads, shared spaces, slowed paths and river 
crossings)
•  Storm water storage in public space (more water space, e.g. 
water square)
•  Ecological potential in public, semi-public and private space: 
parks, gardens, green roofs (more green space)
Green space •   Vegetated open spaces: parks, gardens, yards, buffer zones, 
vegetated traffic islands, green roofs.
Green space can be gained and sustained through green and 
pervious public spaces. Green spaces should integrate public 
uses (e.g. recreation, contemplation), provide ecosystem ser-
vices (e.g. micro-climate regulation), and make use of green and 
blue infrastructure and water sensitive urban design solutions 
to store, infiltrate and drain storm water. (Based on e.g. Perini & 
Sabbion, 2017)
•  Recreational potential (more social space)
•  Increased water infiltration (more water space)








•  Water storage spaces
•  Restored river meanders
•  Recreational potential (more social space)
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Absorptive Capacity focuses on spatial composition to show what and how much is (or should be) there 
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Principle 3: Social-Ecological Integration

















FIGURE 7.24  Social-ecological integration: synergies (in green) and conflicts (in red) among and across the elements of Interconnectedness and 
Absorptive Capacity.
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§  7.3.4 Bridging scales

































































process), landscape ecology defines scale in terms of a three-level hierarchy, in which a level of focus is 
contained by a level of constraints (above) and it is detailed by a level of components (below) (Turner & 
Gardner, 2015). As illustrated in Figure 7.26, each level of the hierarchy contains holons, i.e. elements 
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wherein the level of context (constraints) and the level of details (components) are located on the upper 
and lower ends, respectively, and the URC and its segments are the levels of focus.
Principle 4: Interscalarity









































§  7.4 Discussion
Developed from the four key properties of URCs defined in Chapter 2—connectivity, open space 
capacity, integration and multiscalarity—and germinated in four river design projects (Boxes 7.1-
7.4), the principles proposed in this chapter—Interconnectedness, Absorptive Capacity, Social-
Ecological Integration, and Interscalarity—form a comprehensive set. As shown in Figure 7.31, 
Interconnectedness and Absorptive Capacity refer to the spatial elements of URCs, while Social-

















conceptual overlap between Interconnectedness and Absorptive Capacity was clarified by the use of 
synergies and conflicts in the principle of Social-Ecological Integration.
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Social-Ecological Integration and Interscalarity reveal relations between the elements of 
Interconnectedness and Absorptive Capacity. They are less defined spatially and depend on what have 
been identified as elements of Interconnectedness or Absorptive Capacity. Therefore, in the design 
process, Social-Ecological Integration and Interscalarity are likely to be used after Interconnectedness 































space and green space in the URC. Social-Ecological Integration highlights conflicts and synergies 










§  8.1 Introduction
The design principles put forward in Chapter 7—Interconnectedness, Absorptive Capacity, Social-
Ecological Integration and Interscalarity—are meant to guide the design of social-ecologically 
integrated URCs. The design instruments developed in this chapter, namely the Connector, the Sponge, 


















Objective 8.2: Demonstrate and test the design instruments on the URCs of Bucharest. Sections 
8.3-8.5
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FIGURE 8.1  The design instruments developed in this chapter (bottom right), represented in relation to the spatial-morphological definition of URCs 


















The set of instruments put forward below consists of the Connector, the Sponge, the Integrator, and 
the Scaler. In correspondence with to the definition of the design principles, the Connector and the 
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§  8.2.1 Revealing the elements of the URC








 – the traffic network, which consists of roads and paths for movement at all speeds, including informal 
networks such as desire paths typically found in peripheral or less urbanised segments of URCs;
 – the water network, including all the natural elements (e.g. tributaries, meanders) and rationalisations 
(e.g. canals, dams, retention lakes) of the river network;






























The Sponge applies the principle of Absorptive Capacity (Section 7.3.2) by making an inventory of 
all open spaces and amenities found in the URC and by highlighting potentials of increased spatial 
capacity and attractiveness in the elements of social (public) space, ecological (green) space and water 
space (Figure 8.4):
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FIGURE 8.4  The design instrument Sponge and the key elements of social (public) space (P1-P4), water space (W1-W4), and 
ecological (green) space (G1-G4), illustrated in a generic URC segment.
§  8.2.2 Relating the elements of the URC
Both the Integrator and the Scaler are reflective, relational and strategic. They are reflective in the 
way they reveal relations that are (or, in terms of the design process, have already been) implicit in 




Used to apply the principle of Social-Ecological Integration (Section 7.3.3), the Integrator highlights 
conflicts and synergies between the social and ecological elements of the URC. To that end, the 
Integrator is used to identify potentials for multifunctionality, hybridity, complementarity and 
reciprocity between the network elements revealed by the Connector, between the open spaces 
highlighted by the Sponge, and between the elements of the Connector and the Sponge (Figure 8.5):
 – Although the non-conflicting spatial configuration of the network elements proposed under the 




 – By increasing the spatial capacity of the URC through multifunctional open spaces, the Sponge also 
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 – Guided by the spatial-morphological definition of URCs (Figure 8.8), the scales of constraint, scales 
of focus and scales of components of the design are identified and described on the scalar framework 















 – In addition, the Scaler takes into consideration the temporal dynamics of spatial configurations 







by the Connector and the Sponge across scales. For instance, the Scaler can reveal how a certain link 







and two different conditions at the scale of the river space (S3 and S4) corresponding to the Connector and the Sponge. In addition, 
two temporal scales reveal the historical patterns of urban morphology in relation to the river valley (T1), and past river corridor 
dynamics (T2).














































SELECTION PROCEDURE AND LEVEL OF EXPERTISE DISCIPLINES
Pre-selected:
-   8 post-master students (PM) 






















TEAM C1 TEAM C2 TEAM C3 TEAM C4 TEAM D1 TEAM D2 TEAM D3 TEAM D4
PM/au PM/au PM/au PM/au PM/au PM/au PM/lau PM/au
M/a YP/a YP/u YP/a YP/g YP/a,va M/a M/a
M/u YP/a M/u YP/la M/a M/u,sem M/a P/u
P/bge M/u YP/a YP/a,ae M/la P/la YP/a YP/a
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FIGURE 8.12  The handouts containing the theoretical introduction and instructions for the daily instrument training sessions (see 
example of a handout in Appendix I).
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§  8.3.3 Data collection




 – External observation: an unstructured observation of the participants by an observer who was not 
involved in the design process. The observer took notes and shared their observation after the 
workshop.











§  8.3.4 Data analysis and interpretation
The responses from the daily evaluation forms were summarized (see example of a daily summary 
table in Appendix L), as follows:
 – Summary statistics: mean and standard deviation of values recorded in 10-point Likert scale 
questions, to show overall scores and agreement;













INSTRUMENT DAILY EVALUATION (PAPER-BASED) POST-WORKSHOP EVALUATION (ONLINE)
The Connector 97%   (31/32 – Day 1) 90% (29/32 – within 3 weeks from the completion  
of the workshop)The Sponge 100%   (32/32 – Day 2)
The Integrator 100%   (32/32 – Day 3)
































































Instruments in the design process
I1: How easily can the instruments be applied in designing (in) URCs? x x
I2: How useful are the instruments in designing (in) URCs? x x
I3: To what extent does the use of the instruments lead to results which would 
 otherwise not be achieved?
x x x x x
I4: How can the design instruments be improved? x x
Instrument set in the design process
S1: In what order, if any, should the instruments be applied in the design process? x
S2: How do the instruments rank in terms of attractiveness and why? x
S3: Should any of the four instruments be left out? If so, which one and why? x
S4: Is there something missing from the instrument set? x
S5: How can the instrument set be improved? x
Outcome of the design process
x x x
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Table 8.5 provides a summary of how the participants evaluated the Connector, along with a set 








instrument and the way they function, with examples, would improve the way the Connector is 
used. Moreover, further clarity in the definition and naming of the elements would allow for greater 
























































–  It is helpful to determine open spaces.
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The Integrator
FIGURE 8.19  An example of how the Integrator was used to overlap the Connector and the Sponge on a base map of geomorphology 
– Lake Grivița, team C1.
As summarized in Table 8.7, the Integrator was found essential, but also redundant by some 
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The instrument set
In the ranking of the four instruments according to the preference of the participants, as reported in 
the post-workshop evaluation and in the interviews (see Appendix N), the Sponge scored the highest, 
followed by the Connector and the Integrator, while the Scaler was the less preferred instrument 
(Figure 8.23). This can be explained by the level of abstraction of the instruments, as there seems to 
be a higher preference for the least abstract (the Sponge and the Connector) and a lower preference for 
the most abstract ones (the Integrator and the Scaler). Different from the other instruments, the Scaler 





THE CONNECTOR THE SPONGE THE INTEGRATOR THE SCALER
Ease of use MEAN 8,79 8,48 8,41 8,96
STDEV 1,01 1,49 1,48 1,20
Usefulness MEAN 8,64 8,13 8,26 8,70





















As shown in Figure 8.24, this is very clear for the Connector and for the Sponge. However, even if on 
average it was considered the least preferred, the Scaler had a high number of responses positioning it 
as the most preferred. Also, the Integrator scored the highest on the third and the last position, but, as 
the Scaler was positioned on the 4th, the Integrator remained on the 3rd position.
FIGURE 8.24  The order of the instruments as proposed by the participants.
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some participants in the interviews (Appendix N), the Connector was helpful in understanding of the 
complex spatial configuration of the site. The Sponge was the most liked instrument, because it helped 
the participants in identifying spaces with potential to connect people and nature. Although perceived 
as more abstract, the Integrator and the Scaler were considered by some teams useful in taking 
strategic decisions across scales and depicting points of challenge (i.e. conflicts and synergies) where 
social-ecological integration can respond to local problems.




































abstract and easier to understand.
- Provide a clear scalar framework for the application of the instrument.
- Specify whether the instruments highlight existing and/or potential aspects of the urban environment.

























§  8.6 Conclusions
This chapter elaborated a set of four design instruments, named the Connector, the Sponge, the 
Integrator, and the Scaler, as means to implement the four design principles introduced in Chapter 




between the elements revealed with the Connector and the Sponge to highlight strategic sites for 
design intervention. Finally, the Scaler helps in building the scalar framework and reveals cross-scalar 
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9 Conclusions and Discussion










rivers and cities. As shown in Section 1.2, these symptoms reveal four specific problems. As urban 
rivers were transformed into elements of technical infrastructure to facilitate longitudinal flows (storm 




flows, these same transformations diminished the capacity of urban rivers to deliver ecosystem services 
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CHAPTER # SUB-QUESTION OBJECTIVES
Chapter 2 SQ2: What are the spatial-morphological 
















SQ2: What are the spatial-morphological conditions for achieving 
social-ecological integration along urban rivers?
The Urban River Corridor (URC) was adopted as an integrative and integrated concept that combines 
the river valley with the surrounding urban fabric. The definition of URCs was developed based on a 
transdisciplinary literature review of urban rivers from four perspectives: environmental-ecological, 










between the river and the city. Another key property identified in literature was integration of the 
knowledge from multiple disciplines, of planning decisions, and of the social and ecological systems. 










longitudinal, lateral and vertical.






SQ3: How has the social-ecological relationship between 












































































URC Colentina •   a fragmented territory
•   social exclusion
•   artificial nature
•  derogative planning
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SQ5: How can the social-ecological integration of URCs be spatially assessed?






















































in Table 9.5, in Chapter 7 it constructed design principles and in Chapter 8 it tested their application 
by means of design instruments.
TABLE 9.5  Sub-questions and objectives addressed in the chapters of Part 3.
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SQ7: How can the design of URCs be guided towards social-ecological integration?
Rooted in the spatial-morphological definition of URCs and informed by the design explorations 
presented in Boxes 7.1-7.4, Chapter 7 has constructed a set of four design principles specific to URCs: 






 – Interconnectedness (Section 7.3.1) guides the design of the spatial elements of the water network, 




 – Absorptive Capacity (Section 7.3.2) is a design principle that addresses the elements of water space, 
social space and green space in the URC. According to this principle, the spaces of the URCs must 
have a redundant and attractive spatial composition, which is obtained, on one hand, from increased 
spatial capacity and, on the other hand, through functional and spatial diversity.






constraint (or context), levels of focus and levels of components (or detail). By making these relations 
explicit, interdependencies and cascading effects are accounted for in the design process. In addition, 
Interscalarity reveals temporal constraints and path dependencies inherent in the networks and 
spaces of the URC.
SQ8: To what extent do the four design instruments aid the design of better integrated URCs?
In line with the four design principles, Chapter 8 elaborated four design instruments, namely the 
Connector, the Sponge, the Integrator and the Scaler, and tested them on the two URCs of Bucharest. 




 – The Sponge (Section 8.2.1), applying the principle of Absorptive Capacity, aids the designer in making 
an inventory of all open spaces of the URC, classifying them into (existing and potential) elements of 
water space, public space, and green space, and critically identifying their qualities and attractiveness.





 – The Scaler (Section 8.2.2) applies the principle of Interscalarity by revealing scalar interactions 
among the spatial elements identified by the Connector and the Sponge. As a reflexive instrument, 
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§  9.1.4 Contribution
In response to the main research question, the thesis has constructed a theory of social-ecologically 
integrated Urban River Corridors, in which it proposed a spatial-morphological definition, an 









UNDERSTANDING URCS ASSESSING URCS DESIGNING URCS
Spatial-morphological definition Assessment framework Design principles Design instruments
Connectivity Indicators of connectivity Interconnectedness The Connector
Open space amenity Indicators of spatial capacity Absorptive Capacity The Sponge
Integration Assessment Social-Ecological Integration The Integrator



















relations of social-ecological integration.
§  9.2 Discussion
Looking back at the initial set-up and the overall process of the research, a number of theoretical, 
methodological and epistemological challenges require further reflection, namely the initial claim 
that social-ecological integration contributes to general urban resilience and the challenges and 
opportunities of the transdisciplinary design study approach.
§  9.2.1 Reflections on the impact of social-ecologically integrated URCs on general urban resilience












































Finding direct correspondences or correlations between spatial properties of resilience, such as 
redundancy, diversity, modularity and density, and the four spatial properties of URCs was outside 
the scope of the thesis. Nevertheless, some important linkages could be observed, especially with 





















This balance was central to the definition of Social-Ecological Integration too. Capitalising on the 





























interactions within and across scales, URCs reveal potentials that otherwise would not be visible.






























































The four URC design principles, presented in Section 7.3, could not have been constructed without 
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developed in the design workshop had contributed with further explorations into URC design. 
Consequently, the form in which the principles and instruments are presented in this thesis has as a 










§  9.3 Practical applications and implications









































the closest green spaces and public spaces) to contribute to the Interconnectedness and Absorptive 
Capacity of the URC. The use of pervious materials as well as green-blue infrastructure solutions are 









§  9.3.2 The implications of social-ecologically integrated URCs to urban development
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LIST OF INTERVIEWED EXPERTS
Interviewee no.* Date Profession Affiliation and expertise
Interviewee 01 22/04/2016 Architect Architect and teacher of architecture at UAUIM1, involved in the development of 
TUB, later known as PIDU.
Interviewee 02 26/04/2016 Architect Assistant professor at the Dep. of History & Theory of Architecture and Heritage 
Conservation, Fac. of Architecture, UAUIM1, coordinator of the stART Dâmbovița 
project.












professional and wider public.
Interviewee 06 06/05/2016 Urbanist Professor in urbanism at UAUIM1, with vast experience in urban planning; 
coordinated the Zonal Urban Plan for the North of Bucharest.




Interviewee 08 09/05/2016 Landscape architect Associate professor of landscape architecture at UAUIM1, with vast experience 
in landscape-related urban projects; coordinated the Zonal Urban Plan for 
Dâmbovița.
Interviewee 09 10/05/2016 Landscape architect Associate professor of landscape architecture at University of Agronomic Sciences 
and Veterinary Medicine.
Interviewee 10 10/05/2016 Hydrologist Professor of hydrology at the Dep. of Hydrology and Meteorology, UB2, with 
experience in anthropic pressures on the hydrological system of Bucharest.
Interviewee 11 10/05/2016 Urbanist Professor of urban design at UAUIM1,  with vast experience in urban planning; 
coordinated the Zonal Urban Plan for Bucharest’s Central Zone, and Bucharest 
Strategic Concept 2035 (CSB2035).
Interviewee 12 11/05/2016 Urban planner Associate professor of urban planning at UAUIM1, with expertise in urban policies 
and management in Bucharest; coordinator of Bucharest Strategic Concept 2035 
(CSB2035).
Interviewee 13 11/05/2016 Urban planner Professor of urban planning at UAUIM1, with experience in (national,regional and 
county level) territorial planning.
Interviewee 14 12/05/2016 Urban designer Associate professor in urbanism at UAUIM1, expert in urban morphology; studied 
the relationship of the two rivers with the urban fabric.
Interviewee 15 12/05/2016 Architect Former Chief Architect at the Municipality of Bucharest.




Interviewee 17 14/05/2016 Urban designer La Firul Ierbii, Wolfhouse Productions; grassroots initiator.
Interviewee 18 16/05/2016 Urban planner UAUIM, PUG2020; works at the new General Urban Plan (2020).
Interviewee 19 16/05/2016 Cultural 
anthropologist
Professor of sociology at NUPSPA and leading Romanian cultural anthropologist.
Interviewee 20 16/05/2016 Urban sociologist Assistant professor of urban sociology at UAUIM, PhD thesis in urban sociology on 
Bucharest.
Interviewee 21 17/05/2016 Urban planner Professor of urban design and planning at UAUIM; coordinator of the new General 
Urban Plan (2020).
Interviewee 22 17/05/2016 Urban designer Author of a blog popular blog dealing with urban issues in Bucharest
*All interviews have been anonymised. 1 UAUIM – “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urbanism, Bucharest; 2 UB – University of Bucharest; 3 
UASMV - University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Bucharest; 4 NUPSPA - National School of Political Science and Public Administra-
tion, Bucharest.
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Appendix 4.3: Example of a transcribed and coded expert interview 
Interviewee: prof. Cristian Iojă Code: i03 
Affiliation: Dep. of Regional Geography and Environment, University of Bucharest; Centre for Environmental 
Research. 
Expertise: M.Sc. in Sustainable Management of Water Resources; PhD in Geography at the University of 
Bucharest; President of the Society for Urban Ecology – South Eastern Europe Chapter (2015-). “The 
research activities are focused on environmental assessment of different land-uses in urban areas, 
understanding the relation between built-up and green infrastructure, socio-economic drivers and 
promotion of urban sustainable planning.” (http://www.unibuc.ro/prof/ioja_i_c/, accessed 06-06-2016) 
Relation to the topic: Expert in environmental issues of Bucharest 
Date: 27-April-2016 
Location: University of Bucharest 
Length: 1h20min. 
Main quotes:  
Notes: European cases mentioned: Munich, Isar; Dresden, Elbe; Lyon, Rhône; Ljubljana, Ljubljanca. 
Bibliography: 
- Report of a project financed by ESPON, a comparison between Bucharest, Athens and Sofia, 
called ‘GROSEE’, a metropolitan approach to Bucharest; 
- Articles on the quality of water and the lakes of Bucharest by the interviewee, available on his 
website.  







I think that the main problem, if there’s a no.1, is about the imbalance between built and 
unbuilt. …the fact that this tendency of replacing everything that is open, is quite evident and 
it already has serious projections, not only in the quality of life of people, but also in the fact 
that Bucharest often does not have many opportunities for future development 
anymore. Then, also as an urbanistic problem [no.2], I think that the chaotic development 
of both buildings and infrastructure...this is another relevant aspect. Third, another 
problem is connected to the peripheries, the fact that B.—also in the interior as we do not 
only refer to the position of peripheries in a structural way—does not manage its peripheries 
as it should… the poor management of peripheries, that are not only this area […] and 
Ferentari; we refer, to a certain extent to the historical center of B too, which has some areas 
that have more the appearance of a periphery…or more this part with Sf. Gheorghe and all 
this area towards Viitorului, which are former peripheries of Bucharest that the city never 
integrated from a functional p.o.v. […] From a social and urbanistic p.o.v. these areas kept 
their peripherial character. There are just a few discontinuities from the communist period 
created by the resiedential blocks that blocked their visibility. But, from a structural p.o.v., 
socially, those are peripheries that are very diﬃcult to integrate.
Q2:
[…] On one hand there are the abandoned land…rather large surfaces of abandoned land 
that are inside the city and which at this moment have a rather toxic management, but in 
perspective they can be elements of potentials. Another potential is connected to 
population…the largest concentration of human capital…meaning that here is where the 
worst and the best of Romania gather. Last but not least, also as a potential in urban 
development, are the built spaces…especially the oﬃce developments that were built in 
the last years, which are still very under-rated/capitalized. I refer here to everything that’s 
oﬃce locations…those are buildings that allow B to develop very much in this direction. [Do 
B_POT_SOC-ECN_office areas…
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Social A.1.1.1a Slow mobility routes - continuitiy URC Dâmbovița
A.1.1.1b Slow mobility routes - % URC Dâmbovița
Ecological A.2.1.1a Landscape connectivity - connected components URC Dâmbovița
Lateral
Social A.1.2.1a Accessibility - network URC Dâmbovița, URC Colentina
A.1.2.1c Accessibility - visitors URC Dâmbovița
A.1.2.3a Crossability - linear density of crossings URC Dâmbovița
A.1.2.3b Crossability - river width URC Dâmbovița
Ecological A.2.2.1 Presence of transversal corridors URC Dâmbovița
A.2.2.3 Sinuosity URC Dâmbovița
Vertical
Social A.1.3.1a Contact with water - points URC Dâmbovița
Ecological A.2.3.1 Presence of ecotones URC Dâmbovița
Spatial capacity
Diversity
Social B.1.1.1a Diversity of land uses—patch richness density URC Dâmbovița
Ecological B.2.1.1 Biodiversity—presence of species-rich areas URC Dâmbovița
Quality
Social B.1.2.1a Visual permeability - % of visible river space URC Dâmbovița
Ecological B.2.2.4 Respect of natural dynamics URC Dâmbovița
Porosity
Social B.1.3.2a Waterfront constitutedness - configuration URC Dâmbovița
Ecological B.2.3.1a Coverage - % open space URC Dâmbovița
B.2.3.1b Coverage - % green space URC Colentina
TABLE APP.E.1  Indicators selected for the assessment of URC Dâmbovița and URC Colentina.
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Continutiy of riverside slow mobility routes (A.1.1.1a)
Definition:
The presence and continuity of slow mobility routes along the river is measured at the scale of the 
















connected components. If the number of components is >1, then the value [2] discontinuous is 
assigned. Otherwise, the bike path network is considered to be [3] continuous.
Results CS03:








that is being assessed.
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TABLE APP.E.2  Results of indicator A.1.1.1a.
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Percentage of riverside slow mobility routes (A.1.1.1b)
Definition:
This indicator measures the percentage of waterside slow mobility routes out of the total length of the 
























that is being assessed.
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TABLE APP.E.3  Results of indicator A.1.1.1b.
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 – Else the score is [1] low.
Results for CS03:
 – Percentage of road segments with high value: 8,68% < city high value 15,50%












































SEGMENT PLEN1 PLEN2 PLEN3 INDEX
CS01 85.86% 11.39% 2.75% 1
CS02 65.36% 30.70% 3.94% 2
CS03 47.69% 43.63% 8.68% 2
CS04 45.31% 36.15% 18.54% 3
CS05 32.71% 51.46% 15.82% 3
CS06 30.90% 67.10% 2.00% 2
CS07 52.26% 37.51% 10.23% 2
CS08 73.54% 15.41% 11.05% 1
CS09 90.84% 4.72% 4.45% 1
TABLE APP.E.4  Results of indicator A.1.2.1a.
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TABLE APP.E.5  Results of indicator A.1.2.1c.
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TABLE APP.E.6  Results of indicator A.1.2.3a.
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Crossability - river width (A.1.2.3b)
Definition:
Crossability is measured in function of the width of the river: [1] rarely bridged above 400m; [2] hard 





















































TABLE APP.E.7  Results of indicator A.1.2.3b.
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Contact with water - linear density of points of contact with water (A.1.3.1a)
Definition:
This indicator measures the number of points of access to water (e.g. stairs, beaches, piers). Values: 
























































TABLE APP.E.8  Results of indicator A.1.3.1a.
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Landscape connectivity - actual (A.2.1.1a)
Definition:
Landscape connectivity is indicated by the number of connected components formed by existing 
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Ecological stepping stone












TABLE APP.E.9  Results of indicator A.2.1.1a.
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 – Ltgc = 6125 m
 – Ltr = 14597 m











































TABLE APP.E.10  Results of indicator A.2.2.1.
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TABLE APP.E.11  Results of indicator A.2.2.3.
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TABLE APP.E.12  Results of indicator A.2.3.1.
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Diversity of land uses—patch richness density (B.1.1.1a)
Definition:
Patch richness density (PRD),102 representing the number of different land use classes per 100 
hectares within the study area, is used as a measure of land use diversity. Values: [1] PRD < 0,25; [2] 









4 The PRD values assigned to the corridor segments are given by the ratio PRD = n / Ars * 100, i.e. the 
number of different classes per 100 hectares.




 – PRD = 4 / 123,77ha * 100 = 3,232 classes/100 ha
 – Normalised PRD = 0,413 > 0,25 [class 2]
CLASS NAME UA CODE SEALING
C1 Continuous urban fabric areas 11100 80-100%
C2 Discontinuous dense urban fabric 11121 50-80%
C3 Discontinuous urban fabric 11220, 11230, 11240, 11300 < 50%
C4 Industrial/commercial areas 12100
C5 Transport infrastructure 12210, 12220, 12230, 12300,12400
C6 Mine/Dump sites, Construction/Land without use 13100, 13300, 13400
C7 Green areas and sport facilities 14100, 14200
















































TABLE APP.E.14  Results of indicator B.1.1.1a.
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Visual permeability—% visible river space (B.1.2.1a)
Definition:
Visual permeability is an indicator of spatial quality that shows the percentage of visible open space 












of the buffer (Atot) within the corridor segment. Values are classified as [1] low visibility, when lower 
than 25%, [2] medium visibility between 25% and 75%, and [3] high visibility above 75%.
Results for CS03:
 – Avis= 331.866 m2











































TABLE APP.E.15  Results of indicator B.1.2.1a.
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Lwf × c( )∑
Ltot
×100
where Lwf is the length of each waterfront, Ltot is the total length of the riversides in each segment, and 
c is the coefficient described at point 4. The final score is determined by classifying the value using the 













































TABLE APP.E.16  Results of indicator B.1.3.2a.
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Biodiversity—presence of species-rich areas (B.2.1.1a)
Definition:
Species-rich areas in the corridor are mapped and classified as follows: [1] low, when no such area is 




































TABLE APP.E.17  Results of indicator B.2.1.1a.
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Respect of natural dynamics108 (B.2.2.4)
Definition:
The degree of disturbance to natural dynamics is indicated by the classification of river banks: [1] 
highly disturbed , i.e. very artificial, channelised, concrete bed and banks, [2] moderately disturbed i.e. 






































TABLE APP.E.18  Results of indicator B.2.2.4.
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road infrastructure (Ar) and water (Aw). Values: [1] below 50%; [2] medium 50-75%; [3] above 75%.
Pos =








 – Built area: 97,2 ha








































TABLE APP.E.19  Results of indicator B.2.3.1a.
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TABLE APP.E.20  Results of indicator B.2.3.1b.
111  For the classification, Sentinel-2 satellite imagery (Copernicus Sentinel data, 2017) was used. The land cover classification was 
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FIGURE APP.E.18  Green space coverage in URC Colentina, with detail of CS04 and CS08.
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 345  Application procedure published on the workshop website





















































LIST OF SELECTED PARTICIPANTS
No. Name Occupation Affiliation Profession
1 Alexandra Mirona Man young professional graduated UT Cluj architect
2 Alexandru Mexi PhD candidate UB, graduate of USAMV landscape architect
3 Anca-Ioana Crețu young professional graduate of UAUIM architect
4 Andreea Toma master student UAUIM-U urbanist
5 Anita Stamatoiu young professional graduate of UAUIM architect, economist
6 Bianca-Melitta Tămășan young professional graduated TUD & TU Vienna architect
7 Cezar Contiu young professional UAUIM-U landscape architect
8 Christian Patriciu Popescu young professional graduate of UAUIM landscape architect
9 Cristina Stefan young professional graduate of UAUIM- 
urbanism
visual artist
10 Cristina Wong post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
11 Cristina-Mihaela Iordache master student UAUIM architect
12 Daneiele Caruso PhD candidate Federico II, Naples urban planner
13 George Bouroș PhD candidate UB / biology conservation officer
14 Gertie van den Bosch post-master student EMU, TU Delft engineer-architect, urbanist
15 Giuliana Gritti post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
16 Iarina Tava young professional graduate of UAUIM architect
17 Ioana Eveline Raduta bachelor student UAUIM-U urbanism student
18 Irina Mateescu master student UAUIM-A architect
19 Iulia Dana Baceanu young professional graduated UAUIM architect
20 Jean-Baptiste Peter post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
21 Johanna Jacob young professional graduate of EMU, KUL urban designer
22 Karina Pitis master student Royal College of Art, London architect
23 Lucian-Ștefan Călugărescu master student UAUIM-A architect
24 Magda Baidan young professional PhD at TVES, Univ. of Lille 1, 
graduate of UB
geographer
25 Marcela Doina Dumitrescu master student UAUIM-U structural engineer, urban 
mobility expert
26 Maricruz Gazel post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
27 Monika Novkovikj post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
28 Ruxandra Grigoraș young professional UAUIM architect
29 Silvia Cazacu young professional graduated UAUIM architect
30 Simona Dolana master student UAUIM-U urban planner student
31 Uchil Rajat post-master student EMU, TU Delft architect, urbanist
32 Zhouyiqi Chen post-master student EMU, TU Delft landscape architect, 
urbanist
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-  Reflection:     1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10
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The enforcer 1-2-3 






































Identifying overlaps between The Connector and The Sponge        1-2-3
Identifying key areas where The Connector and The Sponge are missing or do not overlap  1-2-3






















Listing and classifying the scales of the project        1-2-3 
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TABLE APP.N.1  Interviews with the teams working on URC Dâmbovița in the design workshop.
QUESTION D1 MORII LAKE D2 BASARAB-IZVOR SITE D3 NATIONAL LIBRARY D4 VĂCĂREȘTI LAKE
1. Which do you consider 
to be the greatest quality/ 















2. Which do you consider 
the difficult parts about 
your teamwork?
–  the concepts are new to 






















3. Which do you consider 
the best part about working 
together?
–  the diversity of ideas fil-









are devoted, engaged and 
we have imagination!
–  pretty well, we also relate 
well to other groups to 
discuss design on larger 
scales;






all, that was not necessar-
ily bad;
5. What do you consider to 
be most challenging about 
your site?
–  there is no relation 







its understanding at 
different scales;
Same as 7. Same as 7.
6. What do you consider to 





but there is nothing 










connection to the water 
as there is no culture of 
public space near water in 
Bucharest;
7. What do you consider 
most challenging in work-





















the water, the river is in-



















QUESTION D1 MORII LAKE D2 BASARAB-IZVOR SITE D3 NATIONAL LIBRARY D4 VĂCĂREȘTI LAKE



















9. Name one word to de-
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TABLE APP.N.2  Interviews with the teams working on URC Colentina in the design workshop.
QUESTION C1 GRIVIȚA LAKE C2 HERĂSTRĂU LAKE C3 FUNDENI LAKE C4 PANTELIMON LAKE
1. Which do you consider to 




















2. Which do you consider 






of concepts, such as the 
notion of scale, we are 
all familiar with these 
notions, but we have to 
explain that to the team; 











3.Which do you consider 












scales an interesting 
experience;
–  too early to tell;
4. How do you work 
together?
–  ok –  well, ‘super cooperation’ –  it’s ok –  it’s hard
5. What do you consider to 








relationship with the 
water;
–  hard to decide how much 
to intervene and how to 
create a balance between 





overused, too popular as 



















6. What do you consider to 
be the highest potential of 
your site?
–  the empty natural land, 
that can be used to turn 







7. What do you consider 
to be most challenging in 




on its shores was loose, 





















QUESTION C1 GRIVIȚA LAKE C2 HERĂSTRĂU LAKE C3 FUNDENI LAKE C4 PANTELIMON LAKE












































9. Name one word to de-



























































LIST OF THE DESIGN PROJECTS DEVELOPED IN THE WORKSHOP
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C1 Reclaiming the Shore, Lake Grivița





























C2 Opening the Gates: Decentralising, Re-orienting, Re-naturalizing Lake Herăstrău
Authors: Rajat Uchil, Simona Dolana, Anca-Ioana Crețu, Iulia Dana Băceanu
FIGURE APP.O.2  The project 'Opening the Gates: Decentralising, Re-orienting, Re-naturalizing Lake Herăstrău', team C2.
TOC
























C3 The Amphibian Communities of Fundeni Lake
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C4 The Hinge, Lake Pantelimon






























D1 Reinvent by Design, Lake Morii
Authors : Monika Novkovikj, Ruxandra Grigoraș, Cezar Conțiu, Magda Baidan
FIGURE APP.O.5  The project 'Reinvent by Design', Lake Morii, team D1.
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D2 Dâmbovița From Barrier to Link, Mihai Vodă- Izvor site
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D3 Closing the Gap, The National Library site
























D4 Linking Park, Lake Văcărești
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The jury’s feedback:
 – Very good use of the sponge idea and transformation of the analysis result into the idea of a buffer 
zone around the nature protection zone
 – However, it remained unclear how this zone would be maintained, this could be for example a form of 
























proposal on the scale of the 
corridor)
Level of completion of the Task
Further Observations
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